
Cold-Case 

In-patient Cover

Hot-Case/ER 

Obtain the hospitalization claim
form from MediVisa’s delegate in

hospital and the company branches

visit one of Medgulf’s contracted hospitals 

use the insurance and identity cards

If medical Condition does not
necessitate further hospital treatment

If medical Condition necessitates
further hospital treatment

Follow same procedure as cold case

The patient leaves without paying any
amount except expenses not covered

by his policy.

The hospitalization claim form should
be fully �lled by the treating physician

Insured will be admitted to one of Medgulf’s
contracted hospitals to start the treatment 

The patient is discharged w/o paying any
amount except expenses not covered by

his policy.

The Company's Doctor and delegate will
visit the insured throughout the covered

hospital stay

Visit the company’s o�ce at hospital
or branches to get an approval

(copy of insurance and identity cards, Lab & x-ray
results should be attached)



Ambulatory claims Drugs/Prescribe Medicines

Out-patient Cover

Doctor’s Visit

Medical report & uni�ed prescriptions
signed and stamped by the physician stating

the diagnosis and requested tests.

Visit one of the contracted
Physicians in the Network

Settle the consultation and submit to
the company the receipt signed and stamped

by the Doctor for refund

Outside the Network :
A prior approval from NSSF to be obtained for

the CT-scan, MRI, Physiotherapy
(In case the patient bene�ts from NSSF coverage)

Visit one of MEDGULF’s contracted providers

The patient leaves the HCP w/o paying any
amount except expenses not paid by the

Company and the Co-insurance 

All documents have to be delivered to the
provider (uni�ed prescriptions,

insurance & identity cards,previous results…)

Visit any Medgulf branch, or delegate to get
an approval. In addition, you can bene�t

 from Online system

Medical report & uni�ed prescriptions signed
and stamped by the physician stating the

diagnosis, drugs name, quantity and dosage

Visit one of the Online pharmacies to get
the prescribe medicines.

By the company
approval

Settled directly
by the patient

Reimbursement will be
done by the company 

according to policy
conditions and rules

use the insurance card

The Pharmacist delivers
to patient the medication

without boxes 

Submit to the company
for refund

Patients pays the not
covered drugs &

Co-insurance amount

The pharmacist submits
all documents to the

company

- uni�ed prescription �lled
as mentioned above 
- original bill or receipt
- empty & stamped dug boxes



Contact the company to inform about your medical case , admission date ,hospital name within maximum  24 hours from admission

After discharge, submit to the company all the original documents and receipts within maximum one month from their
respective dates to secure the reimbursement of the incurred expenses in accordance to the policy condition.

*All contracted hospitals have a network 24/7 on call delegate that handle emergency cases at any time.
These delegates are available and linked on real time basis to our main services.
In case of query , please call our Claim Medical Center  On 05-951 111.

In-Hospital claim outside MEDGULF Network:


